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Chapter V

Conclusion and Suggestion

Conclusion

Based on analysis in previous chapter, it is found that code mixing becomes the phenomenon in

English Educational Study Program because some of the participants for this study use code

mixing on presentation. Muysken (2000), provides three types of code mixing there are;

insertion, alternation, congruent lexicalization. Based on the data finding, it is found that there

are 17 corpuses that appropriate with insertion type, 2 corpuses appropriate with alternation type,

and the last is congruent lexicalization type which is no data found because there is no data that

can be classified as this type.

Moreover, there are seven reasons why people use code mixing given by Hoffman (1991), first

talking about a particular topic, second quoting somebody else, third, being emphatic about

something, fourth, Interjection (Inserting sentence fillers or sentence connectors), fifth, repetition

used for clarification in this case the speaker want to make the speech sounds clear and make the

listener understand. Sixth, intention for clarify the speech content of interlocutor. And the last

reason of people mix the codes because of expressing group identity, in this case the way of

communication of academic people in their disciplinary groupings are obviously different from

other group. In addition, based on the data finding, this study finds 7 reasons why students use

code mixing, there are clarifying something/ emphasize, lack of vocabulary, lack of practice, do

not now the expression, habitual, occurs directly, and the last is nervous.
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Suggestion

This study has some suggestions. First, the student in English Educational Study Program

should be improved the knowledge about the distinguished of three type of code mixing there are

Insertion, Alternation and Congruent Lexicalization. Second, for the reader it can give the

information about the causes that make the students use code mixing in presentation in order to

decrease the occurrences of code mixing in presentation. Third, the researcher hopes that this

study can be a reference for those students of English Educational Study Program who want to

conduct the similar research or topic about code mixing. Moreover, for those next researcher

must be aware about the theory that they will use to identify code mixing in order to avoid miss

understanding about the situation that happened in English Educational Study Program. Then,

the researcher expects this research can give contribution to the linguistic fields particularly in

sociolinguistic subject study in Universitas Negeri Gorontalo.
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Appendix 1

Table 1

The Data Classification of Code mixing

No. Code Mixing Insertion Alternation Congruent

Lexicalization

1. Kemudian formulation the speaker must

convert the message into the linguistic

form



2. Kemudian reading process 

3. Actually I don’t know about the term or

istilahnya itu 

4. And the last adalah syntactic nonsense 

5. The second is cognitive process of the

brain used in reading are recognition

prediction confirmation correction and

termination recognition or imitation is the

brain must recognize text or imitate

reading sedangkan anticipate and

prediction is order significance of input.



6. Dalam proses instantiation there are two

variables in general and specific 
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schemata

7. The formula is first language strategies is

plus poor second language kompetensi

make poor second language in reading.



8. Formal profession it’s like secara

terbatas 

9. Intrinsic if you are teaching in the school

and you are legalized teacher you have a

what is that SK , SK for teaching



10. And the extrinsic unlegal school in what

in pedalaman like in Papua isolated area. 

11. So this rule berlaku selamanya 

12. The first function of organization

teaching profession is the unifier, unifier

it means that pemersatu



13. Mislanya if you used the reading method

this like scamming scanning or

extensivereading of course it still be used.



14. If in written skill it concern about the

grammar and it still be used in daily

activity and its concern in listening and

speaking skills, ok ini this is a written



15. So listening and speaking skill are also
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important in learning English. For the

example they change the method into

direct method and then reading method is

the what is that penyempurnaan from this

method.



16. ketiga yaitu syntactic nonsense 

17. yang terakhir yaitu partial structure

alternating period of productive reading

creating partial understanding its from

good man nineteen ninety four.



18. General comprehension word for the

example understanding a story as a role

instead of certain sentence in emphasize

the fun and enjoyment of reading in a

second language jadi saat kita membaca

itu when we reading something an article

or a story we try to understand what is the

text about.



19. The message itself has been decided but

it also know linguistic form we don’t

maksudnya kita hanya membuatnya

dalam brain kita .
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Appendix 2

Table 2

Percentage of Code Mixing Type Occurrences

No . Types of code mixing Frequency Percentage

(%)

1 Insertion 17 89.47%

2 Alternation 2 10.53%

3 Congruent Lexicalization 0 0%

Total 19 100%
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Appendix 3

Transcription Data of Interview Section
Conducted on Students of English Education Study Program Class of 2013

Code Mixing on Students’ Academic Presentation

Participant 1 AN
Researcher
ok the first question is there anything that make you cannot speak well? Can you explain
briefly ?
Participant
I think it’s about nervous more because of the teacher or the lecturer becuae the lecture ee
you know ee the oral of the ecturer aa sometimes different lecture create different oral
and nervous can create so much problem when you speak
Researcher
Eee What do you know about code mixing ?
Participant
Code mixing is when when you turn to your mother language ee as I assumed as I
experience back in aa previews semester when especially it happened especially when
you do public speaking for the example like that presentation
Researcher
And then do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you are speak?
Participant
Very much no we just go ahead because eee when you think of something to much when
you speak instead of what you should say next it could cost you should speak of and that
would  create more process. Ee code mixing is ok is a sign that you try to speak but when
you do pauses instead of code mixing that will be more like hinder you
Researcher
And then how does the code mixing occur when you are speak if the code mixing occur
Participant
The code mixing occur when I feel that a certain word is unexplainable especially I face
the situation that I’ve explain in the first question like the different lecturer with different
oral you know nervous could create that some sour feeling you could get wrong and then
you get wrong for real
Researcher
And then almost same question why does the code mixing occur when you do a
presentation
Participant
Mostly because we did not prepare well our presentation some students are even
deadliners  you know and deadliner could also create code mixing because you don’t
prepare much you don’t study much and when you have say something you don’t know
what to say because you don’t do research about it yeaahh its happened to me a lot of
times
Researcher
Ok how do you minimized the code mixing when you do a presentation
Participant
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Sorry ?
Researcher
How do you minimized ?
Participant
Oh minimized by ee maximizing vocabulary the used of that vocabulary the terminology
to the vocab if if you cannot terminology of the word of the vocabulary you have at least
understand like saying eee what should I say  eee hangout you know if you cannot
explain hangout then just say what what is hangout what happens with hangout that
would you know see I don’t know what I’d say anymore
Researcher
Ok and the last question what is your solution ? do you have any solution to minimized
the code mix eee the using of code mixing itself
Participant
Eeeee of course is study but by study I do not mean boring study I mean fun study you
study like style watching movies listening to music instead of reading books and
dictionary that is like a college from 1989 lapan puluan wea are in millennium era and we
need something that is digitalized
Researcher
Ok Arif thank you so much for your participation

Participant 2 DL
Researcher
Assalamu alikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh so dila I’m here as the researcher  and you
will be my participant are you ready ?
Participant
Yes I’m ready
Researcher
So the first question is when you do a presentation is there anything that can make you
cannot speak well ? can you explain briefly
Participant
Yes of course because actually I lag of vocabulary when I when I do presentation so ee
what is sometimes I do code mixing in my presentation
Researcher
Ok and the second question is what do you know about code mixing
Participant
As I know code mixing is eee the combination of two language its can be between
English and Indonesian language in our speech
Researcher
Okey and then the third question do you realized that you are code mixing situation when
you are speak ?
Participant
Of course yes
Researcher
Ok and how does the code mixing occur when you speak? How does it can be happened
Participant
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It can be happen when I stuck with my speech when I don’t know what is expression
what is the expression in English I mean this how can I mention the words in English so I
did code mixing in I used Indonesia
Researcher
Why does the code mixing occurs when you do a presentation why ?
Participant
I think its because of lag of vocabulary
Researcher
Ok and then how do you minimized the code mixing when you do a presentation?
Participant
Maybe I will what is ehem I will replace the word with another expression
Researcher
And then do you have any solution to decrease the using of code mixing itself ?
Participant
Yes absolutely we have to improve our vocabulary
Researcher
Ok and the last question is do you think code mixing is good or bad ?
Participant
Actually its not always bad but to improve our speaking to improve our speaking is a
students of English department we have to decrease the code mixing in our presentation

Participant 3 SI
Researcher
First question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot speak
well ? can you explain briefly ?
Participant
yes there is
Researcher
What do you know about code mixing?
Participant
Eemm code mixing is mixing the language emmm there are two language that combined
Researcher
And then do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you are speak?
Participant
Hmmm yes of course
Researcher
How does the code mixing occur when you are speak?
Participant
Eemm I think that eemm code mixing occurs suddenly
Researcher
Why does the code mixing occur when you do a presentation?
Participant
Eemm I think that because of lack of vocabulary or I don’t know the what eee yaaa the
vocabulary
Researcher
How does you minimized code mixing when you do a presentation ?
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Participant
I think eee I should memorize the word
Researcher
And then the last question is , is there any solution to minimized or to decrease the using
of code mixing when you do a presentation
Participant
Yah memorized that

Participant 4 YN
Researcher
The first question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot
speak well? Can you explain briefly ?
Participant
Aa actually hen I do my presentation eemmm some I cannot speak because maybe eee
that’s because I don’t prepare well or cannot aaaa cannot aaa understand the material as
well and when I when I prepare it so I can speak really
Researcher
Ok the second question what do you know about code mixing ?
Participant
So code mixng is a some thatwe will code with Indonesian to English or English to
Indonesian
Researcher
And then the third question do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when
you are speak?
Participant
Of course because eeemm actually mmm as the as the English department aa emm I’m
afraid that I’m afraid that I have aa ijust have ee little vocabs so it means I have to
improve it so when I cannot speak well so I will use the code mixing itself when I do not
know the vocabulary itself
Researcher
And then how does the code mixing occur when you speak ?
Participant
So when I realized that I cannot speak well so I will use the code mixing for the example
eeemmm ok ladies and gentlemanso today I will bla bla bla bla so  when I find the the
vocab that maybe kebiasaan so I will so I will use the communicative language to to to to
collect or to avoid that problem for the example custom or habitation and so on
Researcher
Why does the code mixing occur when you do a presentation why ?
Participant
So because it a really help me to its really help me to to speak because eeee as I as I say
that before because eeee I do not the I do not know the the vocabulary itself so I use the
code mixing
Researcher
And then how do you minimized the code mixing when you do a presentation?
Participant
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So when I aware that code mixing that I use to many in my presentation so I will eeee I
will mmmm use the communicative to avoid that problem
Researcher
And then what is your solution , what is your solution to  to minimized the using of code
mixing
Participant
So my solution is aaa back to the communicative language I mean when I do not know
the the vocabulary itself I will I will find the vocabulary that that eemmm related to the to
that wordi mean fo example the kebiasaan so I will use the custom or the lecturer will
help me

Participant 5 WN
Researcher
Ok the first question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you
cannot speak well? Can you explain briefly ?
Participant
Eeee when I do my presentation the thing that makes me didn’t didn’t speak well because
actually I’m nervous then eeee I forgot what word  that have that I have to speak well
then just it
Researcher
Eeeee what do you know about code mixing?
Participant
As I know that code mixing code mixng is eee when we are speak we mix the two
language eee Into for example when we when we forget the word in English we convince
the the listener what is it to we use bahasa for example.
Researcher
Do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you sepak?
Participant
Yes I realized that I’m do ee I’m used code mixing when I’m eee do my presentation
because if I forget the word or the sentence then I didn’t I cannot what is that I cannot
make them understand I will do I will changes my my language into bahasa
Researcher
How does the code mixing occur when you speak
Participant
How maksudnya ?
Researcher
Eee how does it occur eee bagaimana code mixing itu terjadi atau muncul
Participant
Eee because I don’t know how to code mixing occur for me because I don’t know what I
do so just do code mixing hehhee
Researcher
And then why does the code mixing occur when you do a presentation why ?
Participant
Why code mixng occur I don’t know actually because ee something just I don’t what the
meaning of why does ?
Researcher
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Eee kenapa bisa terjadi
Participant
Eeee kenapa bisa terjadi eeemm let me think why its just occur . just occur directly just
occur directly then I just don’t knw how to what is it how convince the so will just do my
code mixing
Researcher
Ok how do you minimized the code mixng when you do the presentation
Participant
Ee actually I’ll do minimized the code mixing mixing eee for example I will I stuck with
the sentence or eeee talk then I will for the example I stuck with the word in my mind so
will change to find another word that represent to what idea of my ee the meaning itself
Researcher
Ok and the last question ee is there any solution oo is there any solution to decrease or to
minimized the using of code mixing itself
Participant
Eee for the minimized to increase to decrease my code mixing itself I think if you stuck
with your idea or what you are talking about just just just find another word or another
meaning that represent what you want to say.

Participant 6 IP
Researcher
First question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot speak
well ? can you explain briefly ?
Participant
Yes
Researcher
What do you know about code mixing?
Participant
Eemm code mixing iss sometimes used bahasa sometimes use English language
Researcher
Do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you are speak?
Participant
Yes I realized that
Researcher
How does the code mixing occur when you are speak?
Participant
Hemmmm I think because of lack of vocabulary
Researcher
Why does the code mixing occur when you do a presentation?
Participant
Yaa lack of vocabulary
Researcher
How does you minimized code mixing when you do a presentation ?
Participant
Read again annnnn practice
Researcher
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Is there any solution to minimized or to decrease the using of code mixing when you do a
presentation
Participant
Eemm Reading and eeee memorize every single word

Participant 7 VM
Researcher
Ok the forst question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you
cannot speak well ? can you explain briefly ?
Participant
Well actually there is something makes me eemmm feel unconfident or ee its like tip of
the tongue because ee probably its lag of vocabulary because sometimes there’s some
expression that cannot couldn’t be express in English so i find difficult to speak in
presentation
Researcher
And then the second question is what do you know about code mixing?
Participant
Well eemmm as I know it is aaa occurred when you mix language for example is like
when I use Indonesian and the I mix with English so its like code mixing I think
Researcher
And then the next question do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when
you are speak ?
Participant
I don’t I’m not sure sometimes I did it
Researcher
And then how does the code mixing occur when you speak?
Participant
Yes as my first answer when I don’t find ee lexical choice in English so I will mix with
Indonesian so ee is the way when its occured
Researcher
And the why does the code mixing occur when you do a presentation
Participant
Lag of vocabulary
Researcher
And then how do you minimized the code mixing whe you do a presentation ?
Participant
Aaaa I’m trying to find another words or its like whats called eeee similar meaning so I
try to avoid the code mixing if I can find another word related to what I want to say
Researcher
And the last question is is there any solution to decrease the using of code mixing when
you do a presentation?
Participant
So fisrt of all you have to you need to prepare before you come to presentation you need
to increase your vocabulary and ya it’s the point one because vocabulary limited
vocabulary will lead us to code mixing itself I think
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Participant 8 AW
Researcher
First question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot speak
well ? can you explain briefly ?
Participant
Too many things that make me can’t speak
Researcher
What do you know about code mixing?
Participant
Eee code mixing eeemm I think code mixing is you speak Indonesia and English
language
Researcher
And then do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you are speak?
Participant
Sometimes yes and sometimes no
Researcher
How does the code mixing occur when you are speak?
Participant
Eeeemmm I don’t realize when it occur
Researcher
Why does the code mixing occur when you do a presentation?
Participant
I think eeemm I think because I lack of vocabulary when speaking
Researcher
How does you minimized code mixing when you do a presentation ?
Participant
Eemmm I will eemm I will learn also try to remember word by word in English
Researcher
Is there any solution to minimized or to decrease the using of code mixing when you do a
presentation
Participant
Practice I think yah practice

Participant 9 RN
Researcher
The first question is when you a presentation is there anything that make you cannot
speak well? Can you explain briefly?
Participant
Eee one thing that’s make me cannot speak well is lag of vocabulary is the main main
issue that can’t speak well in the class
Researcher
Ok the second question is what do you know about code mixing
Participant
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Code mixing is ee mixing of language when I do a presentation when I mix aa English in
bahasa Indonesia
Researcher
The third question do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you speak
Participant
Yes I realized because sometimes I can eee I don’t know how to say this in English so
eee I say in bahasa Indonesia
Researcher
And then the for question is how does the code mixing occur when you speak?
Participant
Ooh because I don’t know how to say the word in English so I use bahasa indoensia
Researcher
And why does the code mixing occur when you do a presentation why?
Participant
Because eee some students lag of vocabulary and they are some of them afraid to say
they are afraid to make a mistake so they are using bahasa Indonesia
Researcher
Okey how does how do you minimized the code mixing when you do a presentation?
Participant
Eeee sometimes I when I don’t know how to say the word I just stop I just stop and yes I
just stop
Researcher
Ok and then eeee do you have any solution to decrease the using of  ee code mixing itself
Participant
Eeeee to decrease the code mixing we should eee read more because when we read more
we will add some vocabulary and we should eee speak English more often it will help
Researcher
Ok do you think code mixing is good or bad
Participant
Eee for English learner its very bad because when we mix the language we will ee hard to
speak in front of people when we will find it hard to speak in front of people.

Participant 10 IK
Researcher
First question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot speak
well ? can you explain briefly ?
Participant
Yes I always cant speak well
Researcher
What do you know about code mixing?
Participant
Code mixing ee code mixing menggunakan use indonesian language and English
language
Researcher
And then do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you are speak?
Participant
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I realize but sometimes
Researcher
How does the code mixing occur when you are speak?
Participant
Eeeemmm maybe because I want to make clear what I said to make my friend understand
what I mean
Researcher
Why does the code mixing occur when you do a presentation?
Participant
I think  because of minim vocab that’s all
Researcher
How does you minimized code mixing when you do a presentation ?
Participant
I should study and memorize the words
Researcher
Is there any solution to minimized or to decrease the using of code mixing when you do a
presentation
Participant
Memorize the word and term annnnnnnn sentence

Participant 11 PM
Researcher
So the first question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot
speak well? Can you explain briefly?
Participant
Yes eee when I do my presentation so eem sometimes I can’t to ee represent ee what I’m
going to talk so eee yeah actually I do it
Researcher
Ok and then the second question is what do you know about code mixing ?
Participant
Ee so code mixing is when eee someone talnk e someone mix ee two language when she
or he speak
Researcher
And then the third question do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when
you are speak?
Participant
Aaa yes so when I do code ee when I mix ee two language when I eee quite hard to find
out the  the correct word that can represent what I’m going to talk so I I realized when I
when I mix two language itself
Researcher
So next question is ha how does the code mixing occur when you speak?
Participant
Soo eee for the example when I’m gonna talk ee so its quite hard to mengatakan like that
so ee I realized when I do code mixing
Researcher
So why does the code mixing occur when you do a presentation?
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Participant
I think eee because I’m nervous or ee also because I cant find the eee what is ee the word
that can represent the eee the context that I want to tell
Researcher
And then how do you minimized the code mixing when you do the presentation
Participant
Actually I minimized it eee with what is preparation and also eemmm I try to remember
ee the other word that can represent the word that I that I eeemmm gonna talk
Researcher
Ok and then is there any solution to decrease the using of code mixing
Participant
Aamm yes for the first is the students have to prepare well and also have to what is have
to increase vocabulary in term to eee in term to in term the students can change or can
find out the other word
Researcher
So the last question is do you think code mixing good or bad?
Participant
Eemm actually good for the students that ee mm that want to what is want to increase
their vocabulary but for the English student that ee really that really what is for the
English department students I think it’s a bad because eee they have to they have to they
have to speak English yes.

Participant 12 NN
Researcher
Ok the first question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you
cannot speak well? Can you explain briefly?
Participant
Aa the things that make me can’t speak well actually ee so far eem oh ya so far if I can
speak well is just because of the where I don’t I mean don’t ee menguasi ini apa ee rule I
don’t ee rule all the material or I mean I have no preparation but I think that’s the only
thing
Researcher
Ok the second question is what do you know about code mixing?
Participant
Code mixing ee I think code mixing is ee I mean the certain words that ee when ee I
mean when there is aaa conver I mean conversation in the classroom so I mean the code
mixing itself that the words that can make all the students aaa understand with that
Researcher
Ok and then do you realized you are in code mixing situation when you speak?
Participant
Code mixing ?
Researcher
Do you realized? Just like combine two words with another language
Participant
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Ooo yes sometimes realized ye aa I just code mixing if I remember I think I realized  I
think I do the code mixing itself I mean in order to make the audience understand that
what I’m going to talk to tell
Researcher
Ok and then how does the code mixing occur when you speak
Participant
The code mixing?
Researcher
Bagimana bisa terjadi
Participant
Eeeeee its happened when I’m I mean what I emphasized them that the those words so so
I think that te way they understand I mean I do the code mixing itself
Researcher
Why does the code mixing occur?
Participant
Its happen because there is something that a makes them still confused I do the code
mixing itself so that’s why
Researcher
And then next question how do you minimized the code mixing when you do a
presentation?
Participant
Minimized mengurangi bagitu? Eemmmm  I mean try another word that make me eee
apa ee to do the code mixing itself and yeah just eeee think the proper word that I mean
that I need when they don’t understand I mean eee because I know not all the
presentation they don’t understand and that’s all I think
Researcher
And the last question is there any solution to decrease the using of code mixing when you
do a presentation
Participant
Eemm fisrt is I think try to avoid the what the eee explanation or the material that makes
them ee still aa don’t understand about it I mean try to what makes them understand with
your own words I mean the just combine eee for the example if you give an example just
try to make example around the example like that.

Participant 13 AM
Researcher
ok the first question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot
speak well ? can you explain briefly?
Participant
Ok the things that make me cannot speak well is first is nervous of course and less of
vocabulary and eee because I’m not prepare well from my dorm or before presentation
Researcher
Eee what do you know about code mixing ?
Participant
Code mixing  code mixing ok ee code mixing is ee put ee another language into another
language e e another words from another language for another language I mean in a
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sentence there are two language e e the example for example is eemm e e e ayu kau ini
sering chattingan yes there is a chatting in that sentence it indonesian and mixing with
English
Researcher
Do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you are speak?
Participant
Yes of course ee many times I do code mixing actually
Researcher
How does the code mixing occur when you speak?
Participant
Ee I don’t know ee when probably its our era so because our English department so that’s
automatically speak code mixing
Researcher
Why does the code mixing occur when you do a prtesentation?
Participant
Oo because ee I’m feel nervous so use Indonesian words for the example ee kelurga
berencana or something like the words that I can’t remember the English
Researcher
How do you minimized the code mixing when you do a presentation?
Participant
Em so there is academic word from English that I don’t know so I minimized the code
mixing in that situation so I think
Researcher
Oke the last question is there any solution to decrease or to minimized the using of code
mixing when you do a presentation
Participant
Aa I think the best ee solution is prepare well before presentation so learn more eee do
the best

Participant 14 MD
Researcher
The first question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot
speak well ? can you explain briefly ?
Participant
Yes
Researcher
What do you know about code mixing?
Participant
Code mixing maybe use two languages
Researcher
And then do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you are speak?
Participant
Sometimes
Researcher
How does the code mixing occur when you are speak?
Participant
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Eeeemmm I don’t know
Researcher
Why does the code mixing occur when you do a presentation?
Participant
eeemm its because of lack of vocab and the don’t know the meaning and so on
Researcher
How does you minimized code mixing when you do a presentation ?
Participant
Eee make a preparation
Researcher
Is there any solution to minimized or to decrease the using of code mixing when you do a
presentation
Participant
I think before I speak I should prepare

Participant 15 MW
Researcher
Ok the first question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you
cannot speak well ? can you explain briefly ?
Participant
Ee actually this the problem of vocabulary if I have something to say and I don’t know
how to speak it in English than I will face the obstacle
Researcher
What do you know about code mixing?
Participant
Code mixing ee actually I little forget about this but aa hopefully I’m right so code
mixing is a mixing just like ee two different language into one sentence and you you
speak it is emm for the example ee saya akan menggunakan toilte seperti itu
Researcher
And then do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you are speak?
Participant
Yeah I do realized it
Researcher
How does the code mixing occur when you are speak?
Participant
Pardon me
Researcher
How does the code mixing occur when you speak ?
Participant
How ok aa this is a the situation happened when I speak in bahasa then I try to make it
more a classy then I mix the ee those two languages
Researcher
Why does the code mixing occur when you do a presentation?
Participant
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When I have just like the first my first argument that I could not find any vocabulary
about that then I mix it
Researcher
How does you minimized code mixing when you do a presentation ?
Participant
Eemm just speak what I know
Researcher
And then the last question is , is there any solution to minimized or to decrease the using
of code mixing when you do a presentation
Participant
I usually used the simple language so I didn’t aaa I don’t find any difficulties

Participant 16 FS
Researcher
So the first question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot
speak well? Can you explain briefly  ?
Participant
Ya em ekhm actually honestly I have been doing apa the participation in code mixing
way eeh when I feel I didn’t know how to em apa ee ah express the idea in English
Researcher
Ee what do you know about code mixing?
Participant
Ee I think that it is a code mixing is eeone way that’s some told in apa in two bahasa and
yeah that’s all
Researcher
Do you realize that you are in code mixing situation when you do a presentation?
Participant
Ya of course because w w when you present something and you miss the vocabulary I
mean that lag of vocabulary in English of course you will use the bahasa one
Researcher
And then how does the code mixing occur when you speak?
Participant
Em ya as I said that aa I used the code mixing when I didn’t know the English when I talk
when I’m in my presentation
Researcher
And then why does it occur
Participant
I don’t know
Researcher
How you minimized the code mixing when you do a presentation?
Participant
Ee ekhm sometimes I just ee pass my the apa the information in my presentation and then
I continue with another that I can speak in English
Researcher
And the next question is is there any solution to decrease the using of code mixing in
presentation?
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Participant
Ya of course read a lot and before you present presenting something so you must keep
practice before you present your presentation
Researcher
The last question is do you think code mixing is a problem or not
Participant
Ya it is a problem particularly for students in English department because its our
demands to to speak English all of the our the apa bahasa we must to to avoid with using
bahasa when we present aa aour material because we are in English department our
lecturer said that you have to use English and you know what I’m in fifth semester I’m as
a fifth semester students of English department so it can be a it will be must for me.

Participant 17 AA
Researcher
First question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot speak
well ? can you explain briefly ?
Participant
Hemm I think yah there is
Researcher
What do you know about code mixing?
Participant
code mixing isssss when you speak you used two languages
Researcher
And then do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you are speak?
Participant
Hmmm sometimes kak
Researcher
How does the code mixing occur when you are speak?
Participant
Eee I don’t know is just happened
Researcher
Why does the code mixing occur when you do a presentation?
Participant
Biasanya lack of vocabulary
Researcher
How does you minimized code mixing when you do a presentation ?
Participant
Learn and then try to remember the word in English
Researcher
The last question is , is there any solution to minimized or to decrease the using of code
mixing when you do a presentation
Participant
I think eee I think we should study that’s all
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Participant 18 KT
Researcher
So the first question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot
speak well? Can you explain briefly?
Participant
Ye in a presentation a person cannot really what speak fluently of particularly speak
English because we are learning about the language so when I present the material in
front of my friend I ee before I present my material I do ido practice so I can present my
material without any without any problems but sometimes I cant say it clearly because
because ee sometimes I cant I can’t found the vocabulary you know I you know because
I’m learning now and its too much that I can sometime I can found I can recall
vocabulary that I want to use for
Researcher
The next question in do you know what is code mixing?
Participant
What I know about code mixing Is when some people when a person talk using English
then he mix his language with the other language for the example with Indonesian ok
Researcher
Do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you are speak?
Participant
Yeah I realized that
Researcher
How does the code mixing occur when you speak?
Participant
How does?
Researcher
How does it occurs
Participant
How does it occurs when I’m speaking when I’m speak in front of my friend or in public
ee it happened ee just like ee yeah suddenly because sometime I cant produce English
sentence I because I told that I still lag of vocabulary in English
Researcher
And then eemm why does the code mixing occur when you do a presentation ? why ?
Participant
Why because maybe lag of practice lag of practice I’m not too practice and vocabulary
also nervous maybe also facts the code mixing
Researcher
So how do you minimied the code mixing when you are doing a presentation?
Participant
Do minimized of course before we present our material we have to do practice and read
more to increase our vocabulary so when we are presenting material in front of the people
using English particular in particular so we can speak fluently without any code mixing
because ee I’ve told that is not really good when we speak in front of the people then we
use code mixing
Researcher
Ok and do you have any solution ee to decrease the using of code mixing?
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Participant
Any solution any solution emmm maybe the problem is  we are not really learn we are
not do practice so the solution is practice practice practice increase your vocabulary ee do
practice and listening speaking because all of the skill is related than when you want to
speak it s related to your listening ability also
Researcher
So do you think code mixing is good or bad?
Participant
Ee maybe for some reason is good but when you are ask in front of the people then you
have to speak in English of course bad.

Participant 19 IMS
Researcher
First question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot speak
well ? can you explain briefly ?
Participant
Yes there is something that make me cannot speak well for the example I lose my what
eeee my vocab
Researcher
What do you know about code mixing?
Participant
Code mixing I think eeee when I speak English I use bahasa to
Researcher
And then do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you are speak?
Participant
I always realize and I know I use code switch eh mixing
Researcher
How does the code mixing occur when you are speak?
Participant
Emmm I don’t know
Researcher
Why does the code mixing occur when you do a presentation?
Participant
I think because I don’t know the term also lack of vocabulary
Researcher
How does you minimized code mixing when you do a presentation ?
Participant
I will memorize all the words because I think that is really help me
Researcher
Is there any solution to minimized or to decrease the using of code mixing when you do a
presentation
Participant
Hmmm to decrease I think I should learn more before I speak that’s all

Participant 20 IN
Researcher
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The first question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot
speak well ? can you explain briefly ?
Participant
Yes of course its something happen in my presentation when I don’t understand how to
say word that’s the time that I used code mixing code mixing
Researcher
And then what do you know about code mixing
Participant
Eemm code mixing is when we do not know ee word how to spell how to say ee some
word or a term and we can use any language any another language to sometimes I used aa
bahasa to use code mixing to make my listener understand what I’m talking about
Researcher
And then do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you speak?
Participant
Eemm it absolutely because I know that ee I do not know how to say that word or the
term
Researcher
And then how does the code mixing occur when you speak?
Participant
Ee I do not really know why it happen but eem I think its natural one because I didn’t
how I didn’t know how to ee how to say the words or the term so I don’t have any
comment or any opinion why its occur when in presentation
Researcher
And the why does it occurs why does ?
Participant
Because eemm as to the best of my knowledge it occurs to make is an effort from the
speaker to make the listener understand what does we mean what does we are talking
about bu using another language
Researcher
And then how do you minimized the using of code mixing when you do a presentation?
Participant
Emm I’m not sure how to minimized eemm I just used a little a little beat word of another
language ee to express what I mean and if I do not know ee so much word that I can
express to the listener so I will use aa another language so I don’t really understand how
to minimized but I just use a little beat sometimes
Researcher
And then do you have any solution to decrease the using of code mixing ?
Participant
Eem in my opinion how to decrease code mixing is of course we have to increase our ee
vocabulary and then ee actually grammar is absolutely because sometimes even tough we
can speak well the structure of our sentence is not meaning is so no sense and for the
fundamental reason just vocabulary

Researcher
Hmm oke do you think code mixing code mixing good or bad?
Participant
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Hmm code mixing is good because we can use because we can use another language to
express what we are talking about so sometimes when we got confused to to say the term
is a kind of something that help us something that help us to explain it.

Participant 21 IU
Researcher
The first question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot
speak well ? can you explain briefly?
Participant
Yeah ee actually actually ee when I face a presentation and then I don’t know the words I
don’t know how to say the words and English I do code mixing as you told
Researcher
What do you know about code mixing?
Participant
Ee as I heard and as I learn that code mixing is when you when I when people speak in
first language in one language and mix with that the other language
Researcher
And then do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you are speak?
Participant
Yeah sometimes I realized but mostly I didn’t realized it
Researcher
Ok how does the code mixing occur when you speak?
Participant
Ee when I stuck because I’m nervous in the presentation so aa sometimes the words that I
want to say aa ee the ilang ini apa? Dulu aa lose and so that have to I should say in the
bahasa
Researcher
Ok why does the code mixing occur when you do a presentation
Participant
Ee the first reason  is aa I don’t know the words because I lag on vocabularies I don’t
know the form maybe I don’t know the formal language for that word and also I face
blank at the time
Researcher
And how do you minimized the using of code mixing when you do the presentation ?
Participant
Ee for me I have to be prepared when I present something in front of people and also I
should I think I should read well so that I know the words
Researcher
And then the last question is , is there any solution to decrease the using of code mixing?
Participant
Ee solution is aa read so many ee as many as possible in every time and then ee practice
the vo the aa difficult vocabulary and then practice and the practice I think
Researcher
It is the very very last question ee do you think code mixing is ee problem or not?
Participant
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Ee as the English department student it’s a problem because we should we have to and
we must say in English so that for us as the English department student we must say
English everyday ee in our activity so for for the aa the other department its not a
problem maybe.

Participant 22 ID
Researcher
The first question when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot
speak well? Can you explain briefly?
Participant
While presentation so ok the main point of why I can’t speak well the first is nervous of
course I’m I’m nervous to speak in public so yeah I maybe aa so much eeh e I mean so
much pausing and shaking
Researcher
What do you know about code mixing?
Participant
Code mixing is the collaboration between two language in a same time ee I mean when
we speak when we speak so we collaborate one language which in another language
Researcher
Oke the next question do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you are
speak?
Participant
Yes ee same with the first question in presentation
Researcher
How does the code mixing occur when you are speak?
Participant
Because yeah emm some reason kak nervous so I forgot the  the lang the English of the
word so I used Indonesia
Researcher
Why does the code mixing occur when you do a presentation ? why?
Participant
Oh yeah ya because ee maybe I’m not prepare well about my presentation so I yeah I I I
do code mixing
Researcher
And then how do you minimize the code mixing when you do a presentation?
Participant
Okey aa so before the presentation we have to practice more and prepare well about or
presentation
Researcher
And the last question is , is there any solution to decrease or to minimized the code
mixing when you do a presentation ?
Participant
So yeah so the first thing we have to do is prepare well and the second is read a lot so and
raed a lot we have no limitation in vocabulary so that we can minimize we can ee we can
minimized the code mixing itself.
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Participant 23 HP
Researcher
The first question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot
speak well ? can you explain briefly?
Participant
Ee ya ee there is something ee that word I know that word in English but I cannot I do not
know the word in Indonesian so that’s why I used code mixing when I present when I do
presentation
Researcher
Ok the next question is what do you know about code mixing?
Participant
Code mixing is when someone changes her language ee from the A language to the B
language
Researcher
And then next question is do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you
are speak?
Participant
Yes every time I realized it
Researcher
Ok then the next question how does the code mixing occur when you speak?
Participant
Ee it is when I forgot the idea I knew that word in a language but when I interpret the
word into  the language that I used i cannot find the word
Researcher
And then why does the code mixing occur when you do a presentation?
Participant
Ee maybe lag of vocabulary
Researcher
And then how do you minimized the code mixing when you do a presentation?
Participant
Ee change the word to the other phrase or anything by body language
Researcher
Ok  eemm do you have any solution to decrease the using of code mixing?
Participant
Ee solution well I think we should ee read a lot to increase our vocabulary because ee
mostly the code mixing occur to us cause we are lag of vocabulary
Researcher
And the last question do you think code mixing is good or bad?
Participant
It is ee not really bad because several words are hard to the other people

Participant 24 AI
Researcher
So the first question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot
speak well ? can you explain briefly?
Participant
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Eem actually sometimes I cannot ee find the the correct vocabulary to say what I’m going
to say so its quite hard to explain it in English since I cannot find the correct vocabulary
so that’s why aa so that’s why I sometimes ee do I sometimes change eem ee mix my mix
my ee speech with Indonesian since I I cannot ee find out the correct vocabulary oo the
correct vocabulary
Researcher
End then next question is what do you know about code mixing?
Participant
Eem as I have learn in sociolinguistic class that code code mixing is when ee some one
speak in a language and they che they mix with the other languages
Researcher
And then do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you are speak?
Participant
Yes of course I realized it since ee its quite hard to  think the ee in English so I I need
code mixing to interpret to interpret to find out the  the word so I change the exacty word
so that why used Indonesian and I do the code mixing itself and I realized it
Researcher
Ok and how does the code mixing occur when you speak?
Participant
Eemm how ok first of all for example of course I speak in English first and after that
when I cannot ee find the correct vocabulary to say that I’m going to say so use the recall
from my brain the the Indonesian version that I’m going to say itself

Researcher
Ok and then what does why does the ode mixing occur when do the presentation?
Participant
Ee first probably I don’t know the exact the correct vocabulary and then the second
reason probably I I’m too nervous sometimes sometimes I know the English but if I’m in
nervous situation I cannot find English the English version so I forget the English and
then change it with Indonesian
Researcher
Ok and then how do you minimized the code mixing when you do a presentation?
Participant
ee for example e e I explain it if I cannot find the English version of only one word and
then I will explain the one word itself in the other word I mean I explain the word itself
that I cannot find the English and I will whats that ee explain it in in more in ee in
sentence probably I cannot ok something like that
Researcher
Ee next question is do you have any eemm what any solution to decrease rhe using of
code mixing when you do a presentation
Participant
Eemm of course improve the vocabulary itself
Researcher
The last question is do you think code mixing is good or bad?
Participant
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Ee for me as a English department student when I speak English its bad because I need to
I need to speak English well not to use Indonesian anymore in presentation especially in
formal or class presentation of English itself

Participant 25 DM
Researcher
The first question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot
speak well ? can you explain briefly ?
Participant
Eemm sorry can you repeat that question again
Researcher
when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot speak well ? can you
explain briefly ?
Participant
Ow the reason the main reason why I cant speak well probably because eem aa because
of the eemm the because the I think its because the lag of the order of the sentences or
maybe because the yeah that’s it the order of the sentence
Researcher
Ok next question what do you know about code mixing?
Participant
Ee code mixing is about when more than one language mix in a sentence or in a speech
out together
Researcher
Okey the next question do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you
are speak?
Participant
No
Researcher
Ok how does the code mixing occur when you speak if there is a code mixing
Participant
Sorry what ?
Researcher
how does the code mixing occur when you speak if there is a code mixing occur/ you get
it ?
Participant
No
Researcher
how does the code mixing occur how does it can be happen?
Participant
O maybe when you lag maybe when you running out of vocabulary maybe
Researcher
And the why does the code mixing occur when you do a presentation?
Participant
Same with the previous answer
Researcher
Ok the next question how do you minimized the code mixing on your presentation?
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Participant
Well I think probably by making a more preparation and well plan a structure of speeches
sentences
Researcher
Ok is there any solution about that one if there is aa suddenly occurs?
Participant
I think ee the only way is to read more and to study to get vocabulary I think it’s the only
way
Researcher
And the last question is do you think code mixing is a problem or not?
Participant
I’m not really sure of the concept of the code mixing actually.

Participant 26 AN
Researcher
The first question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot
speak well? Can you explain briefly?
Participant
Yeah sometimes sometimes I want to express ee the words but et the time I lose my ee I
lose my vocabulary
Researcher
And then the second question is what do you know about the code mixing
Participant
So the code mixing is the is the combination between the aa the target language itself ee
actually the English and combine with the ee in ee Indonesia
Researcher
And then do you realize that you are in code mixing situation when you are speak?
Participant
Ee sometimes I realized ee sometimes I don’t
Researcher
How does the code mixing occur when you speak? How can be happen?
Participant
How can be happen ee when I when I ee what is it ee when I lag of my idea and I don’t I
I e I don’t know what to say
Researcher
Ok why why does the code mixing occur she you do a presentation? Why?
Participant
Because eee because of ee my I I because I I don’t confident with my presentation
Researcher
And how do you minimize the code mixing when you do a presentation?
Participant
Minimized I just ignore that then I’m and I don’t think that its its I I don t don’t and I
don’t hink I worry about that
Researcher
So do you have any solution to decrease to using of code mixing?
Participant
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Ee probably we can ee decrease the et by ee what is it by ee what is it ee listening what
ever English in may in e e I mean miscellanies idea such as a movie music or many more
Researcher
And the last question is do you think code mixing is good or bad?
Participant
I think code mixing its aa its fine if we aa if if we a use the code mixing because we as
foreign students it it its prosecuted for us to be aa to use English for for language

Participant 27 NI
Researcher
First question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot speak
well ? can you explain briefly ?
Participant
Yes of course
Researcher
What do you know about code mixing?
Participant
Code mixing is mixing two language when I’m speaking hmmm yah
Researcher
Do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you are speak?
Participant
Yes of course I realize
Researcher
How does the code mixing occur when you are speak?
Participant
Heemm I think code mixing occurs if I cant speak English and I use indonesian language
Researcher
Why does the code mixing occur when you do a presentation?
Participant
I think because I don’t know the term and I think eeemm because hmmmm  lack of
vocabulary
Researcher
How does you minimized code mixing when you do a presentation ?
Participant
Practice and then eeeee and then remember the words
Researcher
Is there any solution to minimized or to decrease the using of code mixing when you do a
presentation ?
Participant
The solution issssss eeemmmm memorize what I want to say

Participant 28 FI
Researcher
The first question is when you do a presentation I there anything that make you cannot
speak well?
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Participant
Yes
Researcher
What is that?
Participant
Ee just like my students ee my friends condition at the time and also lag of vocabulary
sometimes and ee yeah maybe the material that I actually I didn’t understand very well
amd the lecturer dosent want to help me
Researcher
Then what do you know about code mixing?
Participant
What is that
Researcher
Code mixing
Participant
Ee I don’t really get it eee I don’t do that in my presentation because I my self will
confused with that one

Researcher
So if you do some code mixing or you mix some word samoe mixing word in
presentation do you realized that  you are in code mixing?
Participant
Yeah I realized that so I don’t want to do that actually
Researcher
How does the code mixing occur?
Participant
In my presentation oh yeah when the other student ee or my friends doesn’t really get my
point so I will use Indonesian in this case to make them get understand
Researcher
And why it occur ?
Participant
Because they don’t understand it in English so I will tell them in Indonesian
Researcher
How do you minimized the code mixing when you do the presentation ?
Participant
I try to use the easy words or the communicative language so just that
Researcher
So the last question is is there aaa by solution to decrease the using of code mixing itself
when you do a presentation?
Participant
Ee for my self is a suggestion ee maybe try to use the communicative language and use
the easier one so friends or the audience will get understand what do you say in English
maybe

Participant 29 NT
Researcher
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First question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot speak
well ? can you explain briefly ?
Participant
I think yes
Researcher
What do you know about code mixing?
Participant
Code mixing eeee code eh sorry code mixing is when someone use two language
Researcher
And then do you realized that you are in code mixing situation when you are speak?
Participant
Yes I always realize
Researcher
How does the code mixing occur when you are speak?
Participant
Occurs directly
Researcher
Why does the code mixing occur when you do a presentation?
Participant
eeemm I think because I lack of vocabulary and don’t know eee don’t know the term
Researcher
How does you minimized code mixing when you do a presentation ?
Participant
Study and then what is that eeee make some notes
Researcher
Is there any solution to minimized or to decrease the using of code mixing when you do a
presentation
Participant
Hemmmm I think practice is the best way

Participant 30 ZL
Researcher
The first question is when you do a presentation is there anything that make you cannot
speak well can you explain briefly?
Participant
Oh yes when I’m blank presentation right actually what makes me ee do not be well in
speaking because you know sometimes I forget what I want to tell and then another
things that aa I’ve aa I’m confused how to chose the good words ee o use it in my
speaking and as well as I don’t master at all my topic about
Researcher
Ok and then the second question is what do you know about code mixing?
Participant
Code mixing is ee consist of two languages that when someone speaks they will when
they are speaking English then suddenly will use speak bahasa because they don’t know
the words in English to translate in English
Researcher
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Do you realized that you are in code mixing situation? Do you realize?
Participant
Ee  according to me I realized that I used the code mixing
Researcher
And how does the code mixing occur?
Participant
The code mixing occur when we speak to first to faster and then we don’t know w when
we don’t know how to speak it in English
Researcher
Amd why does it occurs ?
Participant
Yes that is occurs because we don’t have any choice
Researcher
And how do you minimized the using of code mixing
Participant
Yes to minimized we more practice because practice makes us perfect and also ee we
also should ee what is do our presentation first before we go to to to tell in front of our
class
Researcher
So do you have any solution to decrease the using of code mixing when a presentation?
Participant
My solution Is before you must be ready before you go to presentation to make
presentation in front of your class practice as much as possible I think its my solution
thank you.
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Riwayat Pendidikan

Pendidikan Jurusan Kab/Kota Tahun

TK Bustanul Alfal 1 - Kota Gorontalo 2000

SDN 61 Kota Gorontalo - Kota Gorontalo 2000-2006

SMP Negeri 2 Gorontalo - Kota Gorontalo 2006-2009

SMK Negeri 2 Gorontalo Akomodasi

Perhotelan

Kota Gorontalo 2009-2012

Universitas Negeri Gorontalo
Pendidikan

Bahasa Inggris

Kota Gorontalo 2012 – 2016
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Penghargaan/ Achievements

Penghargaan/ Achievements Tingkat Tahun

Bidik Misi Scholarship Universitas 2012- sekarang

Top 10 Visitors English language

Laboratory

Jurusan Bahasa Inggris 2014

As a Speaker in International Students

Conference linguistic field

International students

conference organized by

students union of

English Department

Universitas Negeri Gorontalo

2015

Juara 1 in Ranking 1 Competition,

English Championship 2016
Jurusan Bahasa Inggris 2016

Juara 2 Duta Bahasa Provinsi Gorontalo Provinsi Gorontalo 2016

Pengalaman Organisasi

Organisasi Jabatan Tahun

English Club Tutor 2013

Himpunan  Mahasiswa Jurusan Anggota 2014

IKADUBAS (Ikatan Duta Bahasa

Provinsi Gorontalo)

Anggota 2016

Pengalaman Kerja

Pekerjaan Tempat Tahun

Tenaga Pengajar Bahasa Inggris Lembaga Pendidikan dan

Keterampilan

LPK GENIUS

Gorontalo

2016 – Sekarang
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Praktek Pengalaman Lapangan

Kegiatan Tempat Tahun

Praktek Kerja Lapangan (PKL)

Akomodasi Perhotelan

Hotel Mega Zanur

Gorontalo

2011

Penerapan K-13 English Instructional

Design

SMP Negeri 1 Kota

Gorontalo

2014

Praktek Pengalaman Lapangan (PPL)

Students Teaching Practice

SMP Negeri 3 Kota

Gorontalo

Periode September-

Oktober 2015

Pengajaran English Language for “Young

Learner”

Kab.Gorontalo Utara Periode Oktober –

November 2015

Kuliah Kerja Sibermas (KKS) Kab.Gorontalo Utara Periode Oktober –

November 2015

Kegiatan dan Partisipasi

Kegiatan dan Partisipasi Tempat Tahun

Peserta Table Manner Quality Hotel Gorontalo 2011

Peserta Lomba Menyayi Lagu Religi Daerah
Gorontalo

Kantor Wali kota Gorontalo 2011

Participant of MOMB 2012 Uiversitas Negeri Gorontalo 2012

Peserta Pelatihan Komputer dan Internet Uiversitas Negeri Gorontalo 2012
Participant of International conference of
Malay Language and Cultures

Gorontalo 2013

Peserta Poetry Out Loud Universitas Negeri Gorontalo 2013

Peserta (CCU) Cross Cultural Understanding
“Malay Culture”

Universitas Negeri Gorontalo 2014

Committee of (CCU) Jurusan Pendidkan bahasa
Inggris – UNG

2014

Peserta Musical Drama “Reflection” Universitas Negeri Gorontalo 2015
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Committee of Drama “Reflection” Jurusan Pendidkan bahasa
Inggris – UNG

2015

Participant of English Championship Jurusan Pendidkan bahasa
Inggris – UNG

2015

Participant of English Department Idol in
English Championship

Jurusan Pendidkan bahasa
Inggris – UNG

2015

Committee of English Championship Jurusan Pendidkan bahasa
Inggris – UNG

2015

Participant of Ranking 1 competition English
Championship

Jurusan Pendidkan bahasa
Inggris – UNG

2015

Participant in workshop at English
Department UNG by English language fellow
Jeremy Beal

Universitas Negeri Gorontalo 2015

Academic Visit in Manado Manado 2015
Academic Visit in Indofood.Tbk Manado Manado 2015

Academic Visit in Universitas Klabat Manado 2015

Academic Visit in Manado International
School (MIS)

Manado 2015

Participant of  Workshop of Academic
Writing in ELC Education Manado

Manado 2015

Participant of international students
conference

Universitas Negeri Gorontalo 2015

Committee of international students
conference

Universitas Negeri Gorontalo 2015

Peserta English Department Idol in English
Championship

Jurusan Bahasa Inggris
Universitas Negeri Gorontalo

2016

Peserta lomba Ranking 1 English
Championship

Jurusan Bahasa Inggris
Universitas Negeri Gorontalo

2016

Finalis 30 Besar Duta Bahasa Provinsi Gorontalo 2016

Peserta Beauty Intensive Course Latulip LPMP Gorontalo 2016

Peserta Nou Uti Kecamatan Kota Selatan 2016
Peserta Jambore Pemuda Indonesia (JPI) Provinsi Gorontalo 2016

Peserta Lomba Monolog
Tingkat Mahasiswa/Komunitas

Sastra Seprovinsi Gorontalo 2016

Peserta Seminar Public Speaking “Tampil
Berani Tanpa Grogi” by Ronal Hutagalung

Ronal Hutagalung
Learning Center

Gorontalo

2016
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Keterampilan

 Microsoft Office

 Movie Maker Application

 Kemampuan Bernyayi: Tenor

 Kemampuan Berbahasa; Bahasa Indonesia, Bahasa Daerah Gorontalo , Bahasa Inggris


